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1 Program Operation

When running, the program will display the running timer (in the format mm:ss.tenths,
e.g. 00:43.4), a list of switches known to be connected along with their current known
state, and a list of which sensors have been triggered in the last second. Switch state is
given as ’C’ for curved, ’S’ for straight, and ’X’ for unaltered.

As per assignment description, the following commands are permitted. Commands
are case-sensitive, and additional whitespace is not recognized on any commands. Com-
mands are processed upon receiving a carriage return character, such as by pressing
the Enter key. An error message will be provided if a command is entered incorrectly.
Temporary graphical glitches may result if the command prompt is filled with characters
until the top display is shunted off the screen.

tr train number train speed: Sets the train numbered train number to speed train speed.
Train numbers from 1-80 are accepted, per the specification for the train set that states
a maximum of 80 trains. Train speeds from 0-31 are accepted, using the train control
where 0 stops the train, 1-14 set forward speed, 15 reverses the train’s direction, and
adding 16 to a speed turns on the train’s lights in addition to setting the given speed.
A train that is reversing (see below) cannot have its speed set.

rv train number: Commands the train numbered train number to stop, reverse di-
rection, and resume moving at its original speed. Train numbers from 1-80 are accepted.
If the specified train has not previously been set to a speed by this instance of the pro-
gram, then the train will only stop and reverse direction. Another rv command will not
be accepted until the train has resumed moving.

sw switch number switch direction: Sets the switch numbered switch number to ei-
ther Straight or Curved. Switch numbers from 1-256 are accepted. The parameter
switch direction must be either capital ’S’ for Straight or capital ’C’ for Curved, as per
assignment description; any other characters are not accepted.

wh: Identifies the most recently triggered sensor. If multiple sensors are triggered
within the same second, priority is given to larger sensor numbers on later s88 units (e.g.
if sensors a12, b5, d3, and d7 are all triggered within the same second, this command
will report sensor d7). If no sensors were triggered during this instance of the program
(including sensors that were active prior to starting this program), then this command
will state that no sensors have triggered.
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st switch number: Provides the current state of switch switch number. Switch num-
bers from 1-256 are accepted. If the requested switch has not been set by this instance
of the program, this command will report that the switch position is unaltered.

q: Ceases the program and returns to RedBoot. Any trains still in motion will remain
in motion.

The executable is named gpinhey.elf and can be located at:
/u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/full/gpinhey.elf

2 Program Structure

This program is structured as a polling loop, as introduced in class. The loop is controlled
by a status flag that is set by the q command to exit. Initialization code allocates and
zeroes memory as well as initializing device hardware such as UART and timer settings.
Clean-up code resets terminal settings.

2.1 Timer implementation

The timer consists of a display string and a handful of integers. On each iteration of
the loop, the current status of the clock (initialized at the maximum 32-bit value of
0xFFFFFFFF) is read, the difference of the last reading (”last time”) and this current
tick count is added to a counter (”passed”), and the last reading is updated. The
accumulated number of ticks passed is compared to another counter (”counter”) that
records the number of ticks required for the next tenth of a second to pass. If a tenth
of a second has passed, the accumulated number of ticks is used to format the display
string which is then printed to the screen, and the number of ticks required for the next
tenth of a second to pass is incremented. As the display string is of fixed size and simple
formatting code is used to set its value, nonsensical output will result after 100 minutes
of operation.

This implementation was chosen instead of the implementation discussed in class
(initializing the timer to pass 0 every tenth of a second, and increment a running time
count every time the timer is detected to pass 0) to ensure that even a loop iteration
that consumes more than a tenth of a second to run will not disrupt the accumulated
number of ticks. The trade off for this accuracy is that this implementation will fail
after 0x8000000 (2147483648) ticks have passed, which will happen in approximately 12
days of continuous operation; the display will no longer update and features relying on
time (such as rv) will fail as the 32-bit counters used for accumulating ticks overflow into
negative values. A production real-time system should not permit this case; this student
project will focus on ease of implementation and the assumption that the program will
not be run for significant lengths of time.

2.2 Buffered I/O implementation

Buffered input and output makes use of the struct IOBuffer, which contains a fixed-size
buffer of bytes as well as indices for the end of the buffer, the beginning of the buffer,
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and whether or not the buffer is in use. The buffer is not in use if and only if the
indices for the start and end of the buffer are equal; this value is tracked separately for
the benefit of better understanding the code. Output buffers use both of these indices,
while input buffers only use the end of the buffer; this is because output buffers can only
be emptied at the rate that the output port sends information, while input buffers are
filled at the rate at which the input port sends information and can be emptied at the
rate of instruction execution. Thus, the start of an output buffer must be saved across
iterations of the polling loop, while the start of an input buffer only changes during the
execution of a single iteration of the polling loop. Two IOBuffers are used for each COM
port, one for input and one for output. The function bufputc adds a byte to the end of
the buffer, increments the index of the end of the buffer, and sets the buffer as being in
use. Several helper functions (e.g. bufputstr, bufputint) use bufputc to add bytes to the
buffer.

As part of the polling loop, each output buffer is checked. If the buffer is not
currently in use, then the indices for the beginning and end of the buffer are reset. For
ease of implementation the buffer is not circular, and continuous writes to the buffer
will eventually overflow the buffer as long as the buffer is never completely emptied; in
this case the excess bytes are dropped, and no writes to the buffer will succeed until it is
emptied. If the buffer is in use, then the status bits for the corresponding COM port are
checked (note that for COM1, the Clear To Send modem status bit is also checked). If
the COM port is ready, then the byte at the start of the buffer is written to the UART,
the index for the start of the buffer is incremented, and if the start and end indices for
the buffer are equal then the buffer is no longer in use. If COM1 is written to, then
another Request To Send is issued on that line.

As part of the polling loop, each input port is checked. If there is a byte present,
then the byte is read and inserted into the input buffer for that port. A static decision is
then made on whether to parse the buffer; the COM1 input buffer is parsed when a full
sensor response has been received, while the COM2 input buffer is parsed upon receipt
of a carriage return character. After parsing, the end index of the input buffer is reset.

Functions are used for all significant parsing and formatting. These functions usually
operate on IOBuffer structs directly, and take responsibility for setting indices on the
buffer appropriately.

2.3 Track state storage

State about the track (such as the current speed of each train, the status of each switch,
and the sensor data) is stored in a series of arrays. Train information and switch infor-
mation are stored in arrays indexed by the train/switch number as used by the track,
to ease lookup. Sensor data is stored raw and parsed each second to write information
to the screen, in order to ease implementation by re-using helper functions built for
IOBuffer structs to format information rather than adapting them to write to strings as
with the timer.
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2.4 Reverse command implementation

The rv command necessitates waiting for the train to stop before sending further com-
mands to reverse the train’s direction and set its new speed. For ease of implementation
I used two flag variables, a delay counter, and the timer. The first flag variable is set on
receiving the rv command, and contains the identity of the train to reverse; with this
flag set, the delay counter counts upwards in tenths of a second towards a value which
is scaled for the train’s speed. When this delay expires, the train is sent the reverse
command, the second flag is given the value of the first flag (the train’s identifier), and
the first flag is cleared. On the next tenth of a second the train is accelerated again, and
the second flag is cleared. These flags are used to avoid issuing multiple rv commands
during the delay, or a tr command for the train that is reversing.

3 Source Code Location and MD5

The source code can be found in /u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/. The required hashes (in-
cluding compilation artefacts) are:

2e35dafb1a68d12856f1993f5876e69a full/gpinhey.elf
2199ad72e2df4fa3a47dc4b6dcbf4076 full/gpinhey.map
59683c92543315d80e2be5c14fd91db2 full/kernel.c
3d00995228f37d0d8b525e639ae88a60 full/kernel.o
44311784eee58d1d7677b349ca842ea9 full/kernel.s
cfc595a1acd913e10c3f54ce03ae5078 full/Makefile
9bcd562566ba01c869c8c2759ff90e64 full/orex.ld
9ee51f9ba0b741425c86982652d089a0 include/bwio.h
9af226f127c1fd759530cd45236c37b8 include/ts7200.h
d8207ef9fed536cabda710a95a7d4a20 lib/libbwio.a
d8207ef9fed536cabda710a95a7d4a20 src/bwio.a
67ba301e7898c5d105ca5d59b27ef159 src/bwio.c
21120fa902bdd97c766b228c2bd309e0 src/bwio.o
db5c1b1711cdb4e6f9a07b833aa65f85 src/bwio.s
a30f2165e87463e748caafc4f70f2668 src/Makefile
Source code is compiled with make. In src, the command make deploy compiles

bwio.a and copies it to lib/libbwio.a. In full, the command make deploy compiles
gpinhey.elf, sets its permissions to readable, and copies it to the folder /u/cs452/tftp/ARM/.

4 Submitted Files

The following files are necessary for compilation. The file ts7200.h is unchanged from
the file of the same name provided by the course; modifications to other course-provided
files are described in the file.

/u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/full/kernel.c
/u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/full/Makefile
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/u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/full/orex.ld
/u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/include/bwio.h
/u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/include/ts7200.h
/u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/lib/libbwio.a
/u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/src/bwio.c
/u/gpinhey/cs452/a0/src/Makefile

5 Additional Questions

5.1 Clock Accuracy

I know that the worst-case execution time of a cycle is on the second, when the timer,
switches, and sensor listings all update. In the worst case, both COM ports are also
ready to send and receive data, and both inputs necessitate input parsing. Each byte
written to a buffer requires approximately 30 instructions (according to the compiled
assembly for bufputc). The timer writes 16 bytes to the output buffer, the switch table
uses 118 bytes, the sensor list uses a maximum of 232 bytes (with another 80 bitwise
operations). Parsing sensor input requires 80 bitwise operations and 10 copied bytes,
and parsing reasonable user input requires approximately 30 bytes of message output
and 14 bytes to re-establish the command line. Adding these together results in 400
bytes of output, for 12,000 instructions; multiply this by 5 to allow for other necessary
processing (such as parsing input), and 60,000 instructions is an estimated worst-case
execution time of a cycle. Since output is more verbose than input, this should be a
safe assumption. As the ARM920T processor used runs at 166 MHz, this worst case is
approximately 3.6 ms. Thus, I am confident that execution time will not skip a clock
tick.

Note that the time required to display this output is now the bottleneck. At 115,200
bps, a maximum of 11520 bits or 1152 bytes (8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit) can
be transmitted in a tenth of a second. Since the worst case described above can only
occur once per second (since sensor data is only requested and output once per second,
and the 134 bytes used to redraw the timer and switch table are only output on every
tenth of a second), another 750 bytes of output must be provided by the program in a
tenth of a second due to user input to prevent a clock tick from updating. For redrawing
an error message and command line approximately 50 bytes are written, so 15 carriage
return characters sent in a tenth of a second from a malicious and determined user may
disrupt clock output.

However, the clock will never lose time (until the 32-bit counters overflow, see section
2.1) because the number of ticks that pass are accumulated with each loop iteration.
Even if the worst-case execution time of a loop iteration requires more than a tenth of
a second or the output is disrupted, then the correct count of ticks will still be used to
format timer output.
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5.2 Response Time to Sensor Query

Using the accumulated timer ticks, I determined that an average loop iteration requires
1 tick of the 2 kHz timer. Temporary sentinel values were used to record the time
between queuing a sensor data request to the train hardware and the response of the
train hardware with sensor data. This includes the delay involved in the hardware flow
control to send data to the train controller; response time is measured from when my
program requests data until it receives data.

Using this method, I measured 40 ticks between queuing the request for data and
receiving the first byte of sensor data in response. A total of 128 ticks were measured
between queuing the request for data and receiving the tenth (and last) byte of sensor
data. These values were consistent within 1 clock tick each second. Thus, the train
hardware requires 0.02 seconds to respond to a request, and the response will complete
in another 0.044 seconds for a total of 0.064 seconds. These values are given with
precision ± 3.6 ms (as determined above).
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